Staff, with the research interests of academic staff, 2005/2006

Jim Aimers PhD
Lecturer
Ancient Maya, especially ceramics, art and architecture

Daniel Antoine PhD
Research Fellow
Bioarchaeology: the biology of ancient human populations; dental development and histology; palaeopathology

Eveline Asta BA
Office Assistant

Andrew Bevan PhD
Lecturer
Aegean archaeology: Antikythera project; cts analysis; value systems in archaeology

Elizabeth Bloxam PhD
Leverhulme Research Fellow
Egyptian archaeology, especially the social context of ancient quarrying and mining

Sandia Bond BSc
Facilities Manager

Martin Bridge PhD
Lecturer
Dendrochronological studies, northwest Europe; analysis of tree rings for evidence of environmental changes

Cyprian Broodbank PhD
Senior Lecturer
Aegean archaeology; Mediterranean dynamics; island archaeology; archaeological method and theory

Stuart Brookes PhD
Research Fellow
Anglo-Saxon civil defence; early medieval state formation; burial archaeology; comparative landscape studies; education and lifelong learning

Jayne Brooks
Office Manager, Field Archaeology Unit

Barbara Brown
Financial Administrator

Beverley Butler PhD
Lecturer
Cultural and critical histories of museums and heritage: theories of gender, identity and the past; Egyptian cultural heritage

Ian Carroll MA
Collections Manager

Ethan Cochrane PhD
Lecturer
Archaeological theory; evolutionary theory; Oceania; ceramics

James Connolly PhD
Lecturer
Advanced computing applications and database theory; prehistory of Southwest Asia;olithic analysis

Philip Connolly MSc
Technician

Marion Cutting PhD
Publications Assistant

Lisa Daniel BA
Graduate Programmes Administrator

George Davies
Buildings Officer

Manu Davies BSc
Administrator, Centre for the Evolution of Cultural Diversity

Sarah Dhanjal MA
Widening Participation Officer

Jo Dullaghan MA
Office Manager

Matt Edwards MA
Undergraduate Programmes Administrator

Roxana Ferlini MA
Lecturer (half-time)
Forensic anthropology in human rights and mass disaster investigations; taphonomy and body decomposition

Joe Flitman PhD
Lecturer (half-time)
Maritime archaeology; archaeological theory; medieval archaeology and art history; site management

Dorian Fuller PhD
Lecturer
Archaeobotany; early agriculture; archaeological South Asia; Nubian archaeology

Andrew Gardner PhD
Lecturer
Archaeology of the Roman empire; social theory in archaeology, including issues of agency, identity and temporality.

Andrew Garrard PhD
Senior Lecturer
Early prehistory of South West Asia; behavioural changes relating to the origin of modern humans; origins of cultivation and pastoralism; faunal analysis

Elizabeth Graham PhD
Senior Lecturer
Maya archaeology, conquest and contact; tropical urbanism; environmental impact; coastal adaptations; Belize, Cuba

Dafydd Griffiths PhD
Lecturer
Physical-science techniques in archaeology; technology, provenance and deterioration of ceramics, glass and stone

Ole Grem PhD
Principal Research Fellow and Honorary Visiting Professor
Marine archaeology; remote sensing; submerged cultural landscapes; Mesolithic of northern Europe; Siberian hunter-gatherer ethnography

Simon Groom MSc
Laboratory Technician

James Hales BSc
Collections Conservator

Sue Hamilton PhD
Senior Lecturer
European prehistory, particularly the first millennium; technological analysis of prehistoric pottery; landscape archaeology

Fekri Hassan PhD
Professor
Egyptian archaeology; Predynastic period; archaeological theory; geoarchaeology; early religion and art

Mike Herbert
IT Technician

Simon Hillson PhD
Professor
Bioarchaeology; dental studies, palaeohistology and palaeopathology in humans and other mammals

David Jeffreys PhD
Senior Lecturer
Egyptian archaeology: survey, excavation and palaeoenvironments at Memphis

Emma Jenkins PhD
Research Fellow
Ecological impacts of agriculture and sedentism in prehistoric Southwest Asia; phytolith and microfaunal analysis

Alan Johnston DPhil
Reader
Archaeoaesthetics; Greek epigraphy and numismatics

Suzanne Keene PhD
Senior Lecturer
Management and digitization of museum collections

Stuart Laidlaw BSc
Lecturer
Recording of archaeological finds by digital-imaging techniques and conventional photography

Mark Lake PhD
Lecturer
Study of cultural change through simulation modelling and cts, with special reference to early hominid evolution and the use of space

Sjord van der Linde MA
Head of Site Management, Field Archaeology Unit
Management of archaeological sites and cultural landscapes; site interpretation and education; digital presentation techniques in archaeology; Central Asian archaeology

Krist Lockyear PhD
Lecturer
Iron Age, Roman and Late Antique archaeology of Europe especially Britain and Romania; numismatics; field methods; geophysics; statistics; nationalism

Kathryn Lomas PhD
Research Fellow
Early writing and literacy; urbanization in early Italy; colonization in the western Mediterranean; ethnic and cultural identity in the ancient world

Kevin MacDonald PhD
Senior Lecturer
African archaeology; West African agropastoral societies and early urbanism, the African diaspora; history of archaeology

Richard Macphail PhD
Senior Research Fellow
Archaeological soil science; the application of micromorphological techniques

Marcello Mannino PhD
Research Fellow
Environmental changes and prehistoric settlement in northwest Sicily

David Martin
Senior Historic Buildings Officer, Field Archaeology Unit
Medieval and later vernacular architecture of Sussex
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quantification of assemblages of pottery

computers to archaeology; spatial analysis;

Application of statistical methods and

Clive Orton MA

Lecturer

lowland South America and the Caribbean,

Latin American archaeology: chiefdoms in

East Asian traditional architecture

Mary Anne Murray PhD

of archaeological site data

tative archaeobotanical methods; integration

Lecturer (half-time)

Lukas Nickel PhD

Vertebrate zooarchaeology; hunting and

herding in prehistoric Southwest Asia; animal behaviour and ecology

MARCOS MARTINÓN-TORRES PhD

Lecturer

Archaeological science of metals and ceramics

Roger Matthews PhD

Reader

Archaeology of Southwest Asia: Anato­lia and Mesopotamia

Fiona McLean

Receptionist

Judy Medrington BA

Academic Administrator

Luisa Elena Mengoni PhD

British Academy Research Fellow

Bronze Age of southwest China; funerary archaeology, especially issues of social complexity, cultural identity and ethnicity; Chinese cultural heritage

John Merkel PhD

Lecturer

Archaeometallurgy: conservation of metal artefacts; early metallurgical processes and sites in the Near East, Europe and South America

Gustav Milne MPhil

Senior Lecturer

Archaeology of Roman and medieval London; maritime archaeology

Norah Moloney PhD

College Teacher

Palaearctic archaeology of Europe and Southwest Asia; lithic analysis

Dominique de Moulins PhD

Senior Research Fellow

Archaeobotany: beginnings and early development of agriculture in Southwest Asia; British archaeobotanical methodology

Theano Moussouri PhD

Lecturer

Archaeology Unit

Museum communication; understanding museum audiences; free-choice learning; family agendas and learning; use of qualitative methods to study learning

Mary Anne Murray PhD

Research Fellow

Settlement archaeology and archaeobotany of Egypt, Cyprus, Syria and Senegal; quantitative archaeobotanical methods; integration of archaeological site data

Lukas Nickel PhD

Lecturer (half-time)

Chinese art and archaeology; Buddhist art; East Asian traditional architecture

José Oliver PhD

Lecturer

Latin American archaeology: chiefdoms in lowland South America and the Caribbean, especially Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic

Clive Orton MA

Professor

Application of statistical methods and computers to archaeology; spatial analysis; quantification of assemblages of pottery

Darryl Palmer BA

Assistant Director, Field Archaeology Unit

Development of field techniques; cultural resource management

Simon Parfitt MSc

Senior Research Fellow

Analysis of animal remains from Palaeolithic sites, principally in East Anglia and northern Morocco

Dominic Perring PhD

Field Archaeology Unit Director

Cities, architecture and ideology, especially under Rome; the politics and practice of urban archaeology

Renata Peters MSc

Lecturer

Ethnographic and archaeological conservation of Latin American material culture; involvement of first nations in museum politics and conservation consultations

Matthew Pope PhD

Research Fellow

The behavioural and social context of Palaeolithic technology; modelling early prehistoric land-use patterns; developing techniques in lithic taphonomy.

Clifford Price PhD

Professor

Conservation of sites and monuments; conservation of stone; mechanisms and prevention of salt damage in porous materials; control of the museum environment

Gabriele Puschnigg PhD

Research Fellow

Ancient Iran and Central Asia, including the Merv project, Turkmenistan; pottery technology

Elizabeth Pye MA

Senior Lecturer

Conservation method and ethics; conservation of wall paintings; conservation of organic, particularly ethnographic, materials

Stephen Quirke PhD

Reader and Curator, Petrie Museum

Egyptology: literacy, material culture and vocabulary; history of collections

Louise Rayner BA

Post-excavation Manager, Field Archaeology Unit

Prehistoric and Roman ceramics of southern Britain

Audrey Reid BA

Assistant Academic Administrator

Kevin Reeves

Laboratory Technician

Thilo Rehren Dr-Ing habil

Professor

Archaeological high-temperature materials and technologies; Bronze Age to early-modern period in Eurasia, Africa and South America

Andrew Reid PhD

Senior Lecturer

Archaeology of eastern Africa: complex societies, herd management and butchery practices

Ash Rennie MA

IT Manager

Andrew Reynolds PhD

Reader

Early Medieval archaeology of Britain and Europe; standing buildings; landscape archaeology; the archaeology of state formation

Mark Roberts BA

Principal Research Fellow

Palaeolithic archaeology of southern Britain, especially the Lower Palaeolithic site of Boxgrove, Sussex

Arlene Rosen PhD

Senior Lecturer

Geoarchaeology; phytolith analysis; impact of climate change on prehistoric societies and agriculture in Southwest Asia and China

Ernie Rountree

Evening Receptionist

Thom Rynaard

Financial Assistant

Tim Schadla-Hall MA

Reader

Public archaeology, museum development, heritage industry and cultural economics; early Mesolithic of northwest Europe; landscape archaeology

Julia Shaw PhD

Lecturer

South Asian archaeology

Stephen Shennan PhD FBA

Professor

Archaeological theory; quantitative and computer applications; Neolithic and Bronze Age of Europe

John Shepherd BA

Archive Archaeology Project Officer

LUCY SIBUN BSc

Senior Field Archaeologist, Field Archaeology Unit

Bioarchaeology; human and animal bones; forensic archaeology

Jane Sidell PhD

Senior Research Fellow

Environmental archaeology including sea-level change; archaeology of London

Bill Sillar PhD

Lecturer

Andean archaeology; ethnoarchaeology; comparative analysis of ceramics, material culture and technology

Ulrike Sommer PhD

Research Fellow

Indian and Australian archaeology, prehistory of the Levant, the Near East, Egypt, the Sahara, southern Europe and Mediterranean, and the Aegean

Robert Southgate PhD

Lecturer

European Neolithic; public archaeology

Rachael Sparks PhD

Lecturer and Keeper

Bronze and Iron Age archaeology of the Near East; collections

Michela Spataro PhD

Research Fellow

Prehistory of southeastern Europe, especially the Mesolithic–Neolithic transition; ceramic analysis and cultural processes

James Steele PhD

Reader and Director, Centre for the Evolution of Cultural Diversity

Evolution of speech and tool use; modelling of diffusion processes

Dietrich Stout PhD

Lecturer

Cognitive evolution; ethnoarchaeology
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Jennifer Stripe MA  
Wideing Participation Officer

Dean Sully BSc  
Lecturer
Conservation of organic materials

Gudrun Sveinbjarnardóttir PhD  
Research Fellow
Medieval archaeology of northwestern Europe: human and ecological consequences of Viking settlement in the North Atlantic, especially Iceland

John Tait DPhil  
Professor
Egyptian social history, language and documents; the Saqqara and the Carlsberg Papyrus projects

Jeremy Tanner PhD  
Lecturer
Greek and Roman art and architecture; comparative historical studies of art and religion including China; sociology of art

Wang Tao PhD  
Senior Lecturer (half-time)
Archaeology and heritage of China; palaeography; art and religion; archaeology of the Silk Road

Jamie Tehrani PhD  
Research Fellow, Centre for the Evolution of Cultural Diversity
Evolution of culture; history and material culture of Iranian tribal populations

Ken Thomas PhD  
Professor
Reconstruction of past human environments; palaeoecological theory; human coastal palaeoecology; environment, subsistence and culture change in marginal habitats

Christopher Tilley PhD  
Professor
Archaeological theory; Neolithic and Bronze Age of northwest Europe; systems of visual representation; ethnography

Ignacio de la Torre PhD  
Lecturer
Archaeology of human evolution; Palaeolithic archaeology; lithic technology; hunter-gatherers

Kelly Trifilò MA  
Director’s Personal Assistant

Kathryn Tubb BA  
Lecturer
Conservation of inorganic materials; ethics in cultural heritage

Renata Walicka-Zeh PhD  
Senior Research Fellow
African statehood; ethnography; earthen architecture; ceramics

Ken Walton BA  
Audio-visual Technician

Martin Welch DPhil  
Senior Lecturer (half-time)
Early Anglo-Saxon archaeology; Europe in the Migration, Merovingian and early Carolingian periods

David Wengrow DPhil  
Lecturer
Comparative archaeology of the Middle East and northeast Africa; early state formation; conceptualizing East-West relations

Ruth Whitehouse PhD  
Professor
Prehistory of Italy and the western Mediterranean; ritual and religion in prehistory; gender studies in prehistory

Todd Whitelaw PhD  
Reader
Aegean archaeology; ethnoarchaeology; archaeological theory; ceramics; quantitative data analysis; archaeological methods and theory

Tim Williams BA  
Senior Lecturer
Urbanism; Roman, Islamic and Central Asian archaeology; analysis of complex stratigraphy; management of archaeological sites and cultural landscapes

Sally Worrell MA  
Research Fellow
The UK Portable Antiquities Scheme: prehistoric and Roman finds

Katherine Wright PhD  
Lecturer
Archaeology of the Levant and southern Anatolia; trade and early urbanism; food processing and prehistoric diet; anthropological approaches to archaeology

EMERITUS PROFESSORS
Warwick Bray
Eleni Asouti PhD
Christina Tilley PhD

ACADEMIC STAFF, 2004/2005

RETIR ED
Mark Hassall MA  
Paulette McManus PhD  
Peter Ucko PhD

RESIGNED
Alexander Bentley PhD  
Nick Merriman PhD

CONTRACT EXPIRED
Eleni Asouti PhD  
Robert Harding PhD

HONORARY MEMBERS, 2005/2006

VISITING PROFESSORS
Hans-Gert Bachmann PhD  
Beatrice de Cardi OBE
Henry Cleere DLitt OBE  
Anthony Constantinides PhD
Harriet Crawford PhD  
Margaret Drower MBE
Lisa Fentress DPhil  
Andrew George PhD  
Ole Gren PhD
David Hawkins MA  
Georgia Herrmann DPhil FBA OBE
Gordon Hillman BSc  
Vincent Pigott PhD
Steven Rosen PhD  
Ben Rothenberg PhD
Charles (Tim) Shaw PhD  
Tony Waldron PhD
Leslie Webster BA
Daniel Zohary PhD

SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOWS
Justine Bayley PhD  
Sue Collinge PhD

RESEARCH FELLOWS
Louise Bacon PhD  
Philip Bethell BA  
John Casey BA  
Helen Clarke PhD  
Peter Conolly  
Ianey Cronyn MSc  
Marion Cutting PhD  
Susan Davies MA  
Claude Doumet PhD  
Okasha El Daly PhD  
Lamia al Gailani Werr PhD  
David Gaimster PhD  
Helen Ganiaris MA  
Caroline Grigson PhD  
Robert Harding PhD  
Eric Harris DSc  
Ann Kendall PhD OBE
Paul Lane PhD  
Cary Martin PhD  
Simon Martin MA  
John Meadors PhD  
David Morgan Evans PhD  
Mark Nesbitt PhD  
Olga Papachristou PhD  
Peter Parr MA  
David Pendergast PhD  
Adrian Popescu BA
Dominic Powlesland PhD  
David Prince PhD  
Paul Reynolds PhD  
Mike Seager Thomas BA  
Aaron Shugar PhD  
Peter Sutton PhD  
Robin Symonds DPhil  
Eric Uphill MA

LECTURERS
Neal Ascherson MA  
Adrian Babbidge MA  
Roger Bland PhD  
Mike Corbishley BA  
David Clarke PhD  
Peter Crew BA  
Neil Faulkner PhD  
Gaetano Palumbo PhD  
Andrew Robertson MA  
Hedley Swain MA  
Dominic Tweddle PhD  
Brian Williams BA

RESEARCH ASSISTANTS
Eleni Asleraki MA  
Pat Critchley MA  
Fiona Handley PhD  
James Lankton BA  
Virginia Mathias BA  
Ian Picton MA  
Birgit Schoer MSc  
Margaret Serpico PhD  
Chris Stevens PhD  
Barry Taylor BA

VISITING SCHOLARS FROM OVERSEAS
In 2005/2006 scholars from Bangladesh, China, Cuba, India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka undertook research at the Institute.
**PhDs awarded, 2005**

Hamdi Abd El-Moniem  
A new recording of Mauritanian rock art

Marc Abramik  
Cognitive implications of an economic approach to classic Maya exchange

Hava Al-Thani  
Making Dilmun seals speak: stylistic elements of Dilmun glyptics and their application for social and economic life in early Dilmun c. 2000–1800 BCE

Carol Bell  
The influence of economic factors on settlement continuity across the Late Bronze Age to Iron Age transition on the northern Levant littoral

Camilla Briault  
Symbols, spaces and materiality: a transmission-based approach to Aegean Bronze Age ritual

Shadreck Chirikure  
Iron production in Iron Age Zimbabwe: stagnation or innovation

Helen Dawson  
Island colonization and abandonment in Mediterranean prehistory

Kevan Edinborough  
Evolution of bow-and-arrow technology

Myrto Georgakopoulou  
Technology and organization of early Cycladic metallurgy: copper on Seriphos and Keros, Greece

Richard Grant Gilmore III  
The archaeology of New World slave societies: a comparative analysis with particular reference to St Eustatius, Netherlands Antilles

Reuben Grima  
Monuments in search of a landscape: the landscape context of monumentality in Late Neolithic Malta

Caroline Hebron  
Aspects of health, injury and disease amongst the non-elite workforces of dynastic Egypt

Valasia Issakidou  
Bones from the Labyrinth: faunal evidence for the management and consumption of animals at Neolithic and Bronze Age Knossos, Crete

Marcos Martinón-Torres  
Chymistry and crucibles in the Renaissance laboratory: an archaeometric and historical study

Tomás Mendizábal  
Panamá Viejo: an analysis of the construction of archaeological time in eastern Panama

Philippa Patrick  
“Greed, glutony and intemperance”? Testing the stereotype of the “obese medieval monk”

Petros Prokos  
Salt weathering in the coastal environment: the deterioration of wall paintings at Delos, Greece

Carrie Roth-Murray  
The construction of power: an investigation into the nature and representation of authority in Etruria during the Orientalizing and Archaic periods (7th and 6th centuries)

Stephen Townend  
The development and application of Heideggerian phenomenological methodology for the analysis of human engagement in field-based experimental archaeology: a case study from the reconstruction of an Iron Age roundhouse in Wales

Glenn Wharton  
Heritage conservation as cultural work: public negotiation of a Pacific hero

**Registered research students, 2005/2006**

Lesley Acton  
Conserving a heritage: the memory of fish

Georgios Alexopoulos  
Mount Athos: contemporary cultural heritage management of the Holy Mountain monasteries

Marilena Allivatiotou  
Exploring the theatricality of museums: the use of techniques and methods from the theatre in museum and heritage interpretation

Sophie Allen  
Archaeology, education and children — something worth learning about?

Lorna Angulano  
Silver production and lead smelting in the Roman provinces: differences between the republic and the empire

Bastian Asmus  
Medieval copper smelting in the Harz Mountains, Germany

Cesar Astuhuaman  
The organization of the Inca provinces within the Highlands of Piura, northern Peru

Phillip Austin  
The analysis of wood charcoal from hearth contexts: taphonomy and interpretive models

Diana Beatty  
The development of Bactria–Margiana archaeological complex of Bronze Age Central Asia: economy, trade and climate change from 2200 to 1750

Jenny Breeden  
To kill an animal — butchery as a social concept in Roman and early Islamic Morocco

Diana Briscoe  
Stamped wheel-turned pottery of fourth-century Britain and its relationships to the stamped handmade pottery of the post-Roman period in Britain

K.B. Bronk-Zaborowska  
GIS as a solution for archaeological heritage management in Poland

Margaret Broomfield  
The archaeology, topography and continuing context of the medieval leather industry in London, AD 600–1600

Lesley Bushnell  
The socioeconomic significance of the distribution of juglets in the eastern Mediterranean during the Middle and Late Bronze Ages

Sarah Byrne  
An interpretive analysis of the monumental complexes from Uneapa Island, west New Britain, Papua New Guinea

Maria Cardoso  
 pigments in Portuguese Baroque altarpieces and ceilings

Michael Charlton  
The evolution of ironmaking in northwest Wales

Anna Clement  
Tooth-wear patterns in neanderthals and early modern humans

Claire Cohen  
Indigenous lead–silver smelting in Porco, Bolivia

Trudie Cole  
Archaeological education and its place in primary education

Don Cooper  
The iconography of ceramic vessels in western European paintings from 1450 to 1650

Jago Cooper  
Indigenous peoples of the Caribbean: an island archaeological framework for interaction

Hannah Cordts  
The role of the ancient past in the construction of national identity: middle-school history education in Bavaria and Saxony from 1945 to 2000

Monica Cortelletti  
Topography of urban and rural burials and ecclesiastical regulations between the ninth and eleventh centuries: a comparative study of England and northern Italy

Sarah De Nardi  
Revisiting the sacred landscapes of northeastern Italy between the eighth century BC and the second century BC

Varina Delrieu  
Interpreting dots on a map: spatial patterns and temporal uncertainty in archaeological survey data

Tessa Dickinson  
Cereus, landscape and kingship: pyramids and the social dynamics of Old Kingdom Egypt

Maria Dikomitou  
Ceramic production, distribution and social interaction: an analytical approach to the study of Middle Bronze Age pottery from Cyprus

James Doeser  
Archaeology and nation state: an analysis of public policy in contemporary England

Julie Eklund  
Effects of preparation and conservation treatments on DNA

Judie English  
Pattern and process in the archaeology of Anglo-Saxon settlement
Lydia Evdoxiadi-Verniory
Iron Age households in Palestine and Jordan

Olga Pakatseli
Folk-life museums in Greece and communication with the public

Rachel Penton
Orientalis in the Aegean: dynamics, reception and impact from the Early Bronze Age to the Archaic period

Lavinia Ferrante Di Ruffano
The palaeopathology of erosive arthropathies: an investigation into past physical and social expression

Kalliopi Fouseki
Integrating conflict management strategies into the heritage management process: the case of “in situ museums”

Mike Galer
Shaping “cultural” identity and ethnicity: Roman auxilia serving the northern military zone of Britannia and a critical examination of their representation in museums

John Giblin
Rwanda and its pre-colonial archaeology: exchange and interaction

Claudia Glatz
Interpolity relations in the Hittite empire: a material-culture perspective

Nick Golson
Disease, depopulation and ethnogenesis in post-Conquest Mexico

Carolyn Graves-Brown
Ideology of flint in dynastic Egypt

Katherine Griffiths
An investigation of gender in juvenile burials using dental morphology to assign biological sex

Paolo Guarino
Aspects of social complexity at Arslantepe

Susanna Harris
Picking up the threads: cloth in prehistoric societies in northern Italy and the Alpine region

Emma Harvey
Early agricultural communities in northern and eastern India

Birger Helgestad
Western Asia and Egypt in the late fourth millennium: visual strategies and social-power negotiations

Christophe Helmké
Ancient Maya cave usage: inferences from archaeological analyses of ceramic consumption and discard patterns in the Roaring Creek valley, Belize

Christina Henshaw
Early Islamic ceramic and glaze technology at Akhsiket, Uzbekistan

Ebony Hewson
Collecting intangible heritage: the case of theatrical performance

Virpi Hovumäki
Ceramics in transition: Late Byzantine–Early Islamic pottery in southern Jordan

Jane Humphris
Technology, innovation and society in archaeology: reconstructing early iron production in Rwanda

Anna Karatzani
Characterization of metal threads from late and post-Byzantine Orthodox ecclesiastical textiles

Elpida Kosimidou
Arms and armour in the iconography of Greek coins down to the Hellenistic period

Phillipa Laurensen
Conservation and management of time-based media works of art

Helen Leaf
Medieval bone flutes from the British Isles, AD c. 450 – c. 1550

Borja Legarra
Mortuary behaviour and social changes in pre- and proto-palatial Crete

Kristin Leith
Gender in the Late Bronze Age Aegean

Simone Lisi
Mortuary practices and ideology in Neolithic Sardinia

Sally McAleely
The technology and the social and cultural uses of flowers and foliage arranged to form symbolic and decorative artefacts, using ethnographic analogy and a case study of ancient Egyptian archaeobotanical material

Eric McCann
Historicity of ceramics in archaeological reporting in the Sudan since 1900, and its impact on views of past peoples

Sarah McCarthy
Excavating fictions: awareness and perceptions of archaeology among local communities and the implications for archaeological resource management and use, based on case studies in Ireland and Scotland

Meriel McClatchie
Arable agricultural systems of Bronze Age Ireland

Fatma Marii
Glass, glass vessels and tesserae from the Petra church, Jordan

Akira Matsuda
Archaeology, place and local people: a sociological study of the archaeology of the so-called Villa di Augustus in Somma Vesuviana, Italy

Aude Mongiatti
Metallurgical and historical study of gold and silver production in sixteenth-century central Europe

Wendy Monkhouse
Transmission of knowledge from Pharaonic to Islamic Egypt

Francesca Monti
Allowing objects to speak, people to hear: displaying difficult objects in Egyptian collections

Kimberlee Moran
The individual in ancient Mesopotamia: interpretation of fingerprint evidence from tablets and clay sealings

Gabriel Moshenska
Archaeology and memory of the Second World War

Sum Nixon
The archaeology of medieval trans-Saharan trade entrepôts at the Western Desert/Sahel interface

Tamima Orra Mourad
A history and analysis of the constructions of archaeological identities in Lebanon: theories and methods serving colonialism and nationalism (1860-1945)

Elisabeth Pamberg
North African red-slip ware: an indicator of trade and exchange

Rui Pang
Chinese communities in England: attitudes to cultural heritage and archaeology

Hae Woong Park
The development of complexity in ancient Korea, 300 to AD 300

Jin Soo Park
The history, development and roles of national museums in South Korea

Catherine Pearson
Curators, culture and conflict: understanding the effects and consequences of the Second World War on the UK’s museums, 1935–1965

Kathryn Piquette
Writing, “art” and society: a contextual archaeology of the inscribed labels of Late Predynastic to Early Dynastic Egypt

Ioannis Poulios
Living archaeological sites – the exception to the rule: a case study of the monastic centre of Meteora, Greece

Oliver Pryce
A study of the social context of copper production in the Khaos Wong Prachan Valley (Thailand), c. 1500–500 BC

Anna Razeto
A comparative study of city planning along the Silk Road from China to the Mediterranean

Rebecca Rennell
Understanding landscape and place in the Hebridean Iron Age: uniting phenomenology and GIS?

Tobias Richter
At the lake edge: an ethnography of Epipalaeolithic Ayn Qasiyah

Tessa Robinson
Women, weaving and lineage: explorations of the political and social lifeways of ancient Maya women

Dorella Romanou
Exploring co-residence in the spatial design of residences: the case of Bronze Age Cyprus

Kate Russell
Bringing the Palaeolithic: an environmental and technological exploration of British Acheulean and Mousterian toolmaking behaviour

Philippa Ryan
The phytolith record at Catalhöyük and emerging social and economic complexity in the Neolithic of central Anatolia

Alessandra Salvin
The private house in Mesopotamian society: archaeological perspectives
Edgar Samarasundera
Dynamic spatial modelling in landscape palaeoecology: case studies from post-LGM England

Ben Sampire
The mind in prehistory: archaeological interpretation and evolutionary theory

Caroline Sandes
The conservation and presentation of fragmentary archaeological features in modern urban contexts: post-war redevelopment in London, Berlin and Beirut

Jane Sarre
How do the interrelationships between staff and community members participating in exhibit development affect representations of diversity in exhibits?

Angela Shackleton
Innovation and social structure in the Middle Stone Age and Late Stone Age of eastern Africa

Andrew Shapland
Over the horizon: human-animal relations in the Bronze Age Aegean

Peter Schauer
Art and constant change: an analysis of two case studies

Geoff Smith
Palaeolithic subsistence in Britain: zooarchaeological and palaeoecological evidence

Lindsay Spencer
The social implications of ceramic technology: a case from the Middle Bronze Age of mainland Greece

Monika Steinel
Ideology, politics and archaeological research: Herbert Jankuhn – a case-study in "Nazi archaeology"

Fay Stevens
A contextualized study of the landscape locations of deposition finds of Bronze Age metalwork in southwest Britain

Dean Sully
Conserving culture in the historical environment

Nancy Tang
Root dentine translucency as an indicator of chronological age

Satoko Tanimoto
Experimental study of Late Bronze Age glassmaking practice

Kimberlee Te Winkle
Cultural interaction and regional diversity in Bronze Age China

Daniel Thompson
Predictive modelling of prehistoric site location in the Maeander Valley, Turkey

Maria Tobias
Maya ritual changes during the transition from the Late Classic to the Early Postclassic period: an iconographic and stylistic study of incense burners

Velissaria Vanna
How different was life in a Hellenistic town from a twentieth-century Greek urban life? A biological approach

Karen Vidler
An assessment system for bookbinding leather deteriorated by red rot

M. Isabel Villaseñor-Alonso
Cultural and technological aspects of lime production in the Maya Lowlands

Alison Weisskopf
Understanding the developmental processes of complex societies: the role of changing agricultural economic systems in the rise of early states in the Yilou region, central northern China

Jennifer Wecker
Mortuary landscapes: spatial analysis of Copper and Bronze Age tombs in western Sicily

Meredith Wiggins
Roman households: space, status and identity

Jay Woodhouse
Bridging the gap: the origins and effects of metallurgy in Ghana

PIA

Papers from the Institute of Archaeology is produced annually by graduate students of the Institute. Volume 16 (and previous volumes) can be obtained from:
The Editors, PIA, Institute of Archaeology, UCL, 31–34 Gordon Square, London, WCH1 0PY, England
email: pia.journal@ucl.ac.uk
or via the PIA website: www.ucl.ac.uk/archaeology/pia

Volume 16 contains:

FORUM
Bill Finlayson, Present and future of the British schools, institutes and societies abroad, with responses from Sarah Finke, Michael Fulford, Paul Lane and Roger Matthews, and a reply by Bill Finlayson

INTERVIEWS
Peter Ucko (UCL) and Qin Ling (Peking University) on "The International Centre for Chinese Heritage and Archaeology (ICCHA)"

RESEARCH PAPERS
Sarah Dhanjal, Touching the past?: Kevan Edinborough, Weapons of maths instruction: a thousand years of technological stasis in arrowheads from the south Scandinavian Middle Mesolithic; Darrin Lee Long, The constitution and mechanics of the "scales" of heritage: socio-political dimensions; Kalliopi Vacharopoulou, Conservation and management of archaeological monuments and sites in Greece and Turkey: a value-based approach to anastylosis

FIELDWORK REPORTS
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